
Subject Pronouns



Sentences

 Tara is the Level 2 teacher.

 Phuong and Van are from Vietnam.

 I am nervous about English class.

 PCC is closed because of COVID-19.

 Our class is online.

 My cat is 17 years old.

All sentences have a 
subject. 

A subject is the 
person, place, or 
thing the sentence is 
about.

The subject is at the 
beginning of a 
sentence.



Change the subject to a Pronoun.

 Tara is the Level 2 teacher.                

 Phuong and Van are from Vietnam.

 I am nervous about English class.

 PCC is closed because of COVID-19.

 Our class is online.

 My cat is 17 years old.

 She is the Level 2 teacher.                

 They are from Vietnam.

 I am nervous about English class.

 It is closed because of COVID-19.

 It is online.

 It is 17 years old.



Subject Pronouns

 I
You
We
He
She
 It
 They



you you



My daughter and I My husband’s family and I

we



My daughter
The teacher

she

Ruth Bader Ginsberg

The judge



The boy The dentist

he

LeBron James



The cat Portland

it

The tree



Vivi and Emi The students

they

The trees



Practice – Copy the sentences in your notebook.

 Ana is sick.   __________ is not in class tonight.

 The apartments are not expensive.   __________ are small.

 My computer is old.   ___________ is slow.

 Mr. Jung is my neighbor.   __________ is friendly.

 My daughter and I are at the park.   __________ are having fun.

She

They

It

He

We



Remember the verb matches the subject.

 I        am
 You     are
 We are
 He is
 She is
 It is
 They are



Choose the correct pronoun.

1. _____ is my friend.
 You
 He

2. ______ are my classmates.
 They
 She

3. _____ am from Oregon .
 She
 I

4. ______ is a beautiful city. 
 He
 It



Practice – Read and answer the questions.

My neighbors are very nice.   They are from Mexico.  
They are Adolfo and Mary.  He is a landscaper. She is a 
preschool teacher.   They have two daughters.  They are 5 
and 7.

• Who is from Mexico?   ______________________

• Who are Adolfo and Mary?   ____________________

• Who is a landscaper?  _______________________

• Who is a preschool teacher?  _____________________

• Who has two daughters?  _______________________

• Who are 5 and 7?  __________________________

they = my neighbors

they = my neighbors

he = Adolfo
she = Mary

they = Adolfo and Mary

they = the daughters


